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In this article we introduce the topological study of codimension–1 foliations which admit contact structures on the

leaves. A parametric existence h–principle for foliated contact structures is provided for any cooriented foliation in a

closed oriented 4–fold.

1 Introduction

In the present article we study the contact topology of the leaves of a codimension–1 foliation in a given

manifold. We introduce the definitions and objects of interest, detail their basic properties and explain related

constructions. This article establishes the foundations of foliated contact topology. In particular, we also discuss

some notions regarding symplectic foliations, and we show that contact and symplectic foliations are closely

related, just as their non–foliated counterparts. The main result is a parametric existence h–principle for

foliated contact 4–folds.

Let us discuss briefly the non–foliated case. Symplectic and contact structures give rise to geometries in which

there is a balance between flexible and rigid phenomena. A first instance of flexibility is stability under compact

deformations: given a path of contact structures – or symplectic structures in the same cohomology class –

they are all isotopic. This constrasts sharply with the case of Riemannian or Poisson structures, which are

fragile under perturbations – although stability statements can be made under certain hypotheses, see [Crainic,

Fernandes, 2010]. In the same spirit of flexibility, contact and symplectic structures are rich in automorphisms:
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the automorphism group is an infinite dimensional Lie group, whereas, most times, Riemannian and Poisson

structures have discrete automorphism groups.

Existence h–principles for contact structures in the open case [Eliashberg, Mishachev, 2002][Gromov, 1986]

and the existence of a flexible class in the closed case [Eliashberg, 1989][Borman, Eliashberg, Murphy, 2014]

are deeper instances of flexibility. Their parametric versions essentially state that, in those cases, the contact

structure is not only stable under deformations that stay within the contact class, but also stable – in a certain

sense – in the bigger, purely algebraic topological, class of almost contact structures –hyperplane distributions

with an almost complex structure.

On the other hand, there is an h–principle for symplectic structures in open manifolds [Gromov, 1986], but not in

closed ones. For instance, it is known that the extension to the interior of a ball of a germ of a symplectic structure

defined along its boundary can be obstructed [Gromov, 1985]. We would say this is a rigidity phenomenon,

because even when the purely homotopical problem can be solved – extending the germ to the interior just as

an almost complex structure – the geometrical one might not be – extending it as an actual symplectic form.

In the same spirit of rigidity, much like interesting statements can be made for geodesic flows in Riemannian

geometry, rigid dynamical behaviours are known to occur in the contact and symplectic worlds. See, for instance,

Arnold’s Conjecture in the symplectic case [Fukaya, Ono, 1999][Liu et al., 1998] and Weinstein’s Conjecture in

the contact case [Taubes, 2007][Weinstein, 1978]. Further, relevant geometric structures have been found in the

contact and symplectic automorphism groups, see [Eliashberg, Kim, Polterovich, 2006][Polterovich, 2001], that

state that they are very far – in general – from the diffeomorphism group.

These features establish contact topology and symplectic topology as fields in their own right within the realm

of differential topology. Similarly, one would expect contact and symplectic foliations to display a wealth of

interesting phenomena making them worth studying as particular subclasses of foliations. Indeed, symplectic

foliations have been previously studied in the context of Poisson geometry [Libermann, 1983][Xu, 1992][Mikami,

2000][Abouqateb, Boucetta, 2003][Guillemin, Miranda, Pires, 2011] – they correspond precisely to regular

Poisson structures and there are flexibility results concerning their existence. For instance, the article [Bertelson,

2002] extends Gromov’s symplectic h–principle to open foliations. The corresponding h–principles for regular

Poisson structures and b–Poisson structures have also been studied in [Frejlich, Fernandes, 2012] and [Frejlich,

Martinez Torres, Miranda, 2013], respectively. In this vein, the present article presents a flexibility theorem for

foliated contact structures in 4–folds.

Let us state the main result. For this, we set up the following notation. The pair (V,F) denotes a smooth,
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oriented, closed manifold V endowed with a regular, cooriented, codimension–1 foliation F . (This pair is fixed

along the article.) Note that a manifold V admits such a foliation if and only if χ(V ) = 0, confer [Thurston, 1976,

Theorem 1.A]. Consider the space P(V,F) of codimension–2 distributions ξ on V such that ξ ⊂ TF , endowed

with the compact–open topology. Define the following two spaces:

C(V,F) = {ξ ∈ P(V,F) : ξ induces a contact structure on each leaf of F},

A(V,F) = {(ξ, J) : ξ ∈ P(V,F), J ∈ End(ξ), J2 = −id and J compatible with ξ}.

The elements in C(V,F) are called contact foliations (or foliated contact structures), and those in A(V,F)

almost contact foliations (or foliated almost contact structures).

The space of compatible almost complex structures for a fixed contact structure is contractible, hence there

exist maps πkι : πkC(V,F)→ πkA(V,F) between homotopy groups. The study of A(V,F) lies within algebraic

topology, whereas the understanding of the space of contact structures C(V,F) requires geometry.

In 3–dimensional contact topology there are no (geometric) obstructions to the existence of a contact structure

in a given 3–fold [Martinet, 1971][Lutz, 1970]. The main result of this article states that the obstructions for

the existence of a codimension–1 contact foliation are also strictly topological:

Theorem 1.1. Let (ξ, J) be a foliated almost contact structure on (V 4,F). There exists a homotopy {(ξt, Jt)} ⊂

A(V,F) of foliated almost contact structures such that (ξ0, J0) = (ξ, J) and ξ1 is a contact foliation.

The proof of the Theorem also implies a (weak version of the) parametric h–principle:

Corollary 1.2. The maps πkι : πkC(V,F) −→ πkA(V,F) are surjective.

Theorem 1.1 is the case k = 0 of the parametric result stated in Corollary 1.2. To be precise, Corollary 1.2 is not

deduced from the statement of Theorem 1.1 but rather from its method of proof. This is an instance of a flexible

phenomenon in foliated contact topology. The argument of Theorem 1.1 certainly uses the classification of

overtwisted structures [Eliashberg, 1989], but new ideas coming from foliation theory are needed. In particular,

the relative parametric version of a foliated h–principle does not a priori hold (this is implied by Proposition 1.3).

We are also able to present strictly geometric situations, as in the following example. Consider a codimension–1

foliation (N3,F) in a closed oriented 3–fold and the circle bundle π : S(F) −→ N corresponding to the Euler

class e(TF) ∈ H2(N,Z) ∼= [N,BU(1)].

Proposition 1.3. The map π0ι : π0C(S(F), π∗F)→ π0A(S(F), π∗F) is not injective.
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This Proposition is a direct application of the tight–overtwisted dichotomy in 3–dimensional contact topology.

It also turns foliated contact structures into an interesting object from the geometric viewpoint.

Remark 1. There is currently no definition of a flexible –overtwisted– class of foliated contact structures such

that, for instance, Theorem 1.1 establishes an isomorphism when restricted to this class. For instance, there

are examples of contact foliations with tight and overtwisted leaves (and the existence of a transverse family of

overtwisted disks would require tautness of F).

Rigidity results in contact topology can be generalized to foliated contact topology. For instance, a foliated

Weinstein conjecture can be stated and we may apply the techniques used in the contact case to prove them.

In particular, the foliated Weinstein conjecture holds for a particular class of foliated contact structures, confer

[del Pino, Presas, 2014].

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the objects of interest. It also contains the foliated

counterparts of several classical theorems in contact and symplectic topology. Section 3 describes different

procedures for constructing foliated contact (and symplectic) structures. Although Sections 2 and 3 are not

entirely required for the proof of Theorem 1.1, they establish the foundations of the theory and provide the

reader with intuition on the results and methods that work for these foliated geometries.

Section 4 states the h–principles used in the proofs (coming from contact geometry) and technical lemmas which

will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Section 5 establishes Theorem 1.1 in the case in which the foliation

F is taut. Section 6 adapts the techniques developed in Section 5 to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the

general case and also explains the proof of Corollary 1.2.

2 Foliated Contact and Symplectic Topology

Let V be a closed, smooth, oriented manifold. The foliations F considered on V are smooth, regular, codimension

one, cooriented and oriented. The distributions appearing in the article are also assumed to be cooriented and ori-

ented. Given a leaf L of a foliation F , the natural inclusion of the leaf in the foliation is denoted by ιL : L −→ V .

In this Section we introduce the objects of interest and provide proofs of their basic properties. Subsection 2.1

is dedicated to contact foliations and Subsection 2.2 to symplectic foliations. Constructions and examples shall

be explained in Section 3.
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2.1 Contact foliations

The central objects in this article are contact foliations. This notion generalizes the concept of a contact fibration

and intertwines the contact topology of the leaves with the their global behaviour governed by the foliation.

Definition 2.1. A contact foliation (F , ξ) on V is a foliation F on V and a codimension–2 distribution ξ ⊂ TF

such that (L, i∗Lξ) is a contact manifold for every leaf L.

The manifold V must be even dimensional for a contact foliation (F , ξ) to exist. Given a codimension–2

distribution ξ ⊂ TF , an extension of ξ is a codimension–1 distribution Θ ⊂ TV such that ξ = Θ ∩ TF . The

reader should compare this with a contact fibration [Casals, Presas, 2013][Lerman, 1998]. A pair (F ,Θ) such

that Θ ∩ F is a contact structure on the leaves will be referred to as an extended contact foliation. A pair (β, α)

of 1–forms is associated to (F ,Θ) if kerβ = TF and kerα = Θ.

Definition 2.2. Let (F ,Θ) be an extension of a contact foliation (F , ξ) with associated pair (β, α). The

associated contact connection is the distribution HΘ = ξ⊥dα ⊂ (Θ, dα).

The contact connection is a line field contained in Θ and satisfying ξ ⊕HΘ = Θ. In particular, TF ⊕HΘ = TV .

Observe that dα does not necessarily vanish on HΘ: rather, contraction with a vector field in HΘ yields a form

that vanishes on ξ and HΘ, so it must be a multiple of α. Note that the contact connection does not depend on

the choice of α, it only depends on the extended distribution Θ. Contact connections have been used before in

the case of contact fibrations, see for instance [Casals, Presas, 2013].

Example 2.3. Let (L, ξL = kerαL) be a contact manifold. The manifold L × [0, 1], with coordinates (p, t), has

a natural contact foliation structure given by

F̃ = L × {t}, ξ̃(p, t) = (ιL×{t})∗ξL(p).

Consider φ ∈ Cont(L, ξL) and the associated mapping torus M(φ) (this is a contact fibration). From the contact

foliation viewpoint, it inherits the contact foliation structure (F , ξ) from (L × [0, 1], F̃ , ξ̃) obtained as a quotient.

Given a vector field X ⊂ TF such that φ∗X = X, an extension (F ,Θ) is obtained by declaring

Θ = ξ ⊕ 〈∂t +X〉.

Denote H = αL(X). Then the contact connection HΘ is the distribution generated by the vector field 〈∂t + X̃〉

satisfying the equations

αL(X̃)−H = 0, dαL(X̃, v) + dH(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ kerαL.
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Hence X̃ is the Hamiltonian vector field associated to H.

Fig. 1. Foliation F in green and the vector fields ∂t (black), X (red), and ∂t +X (blue).

Given an extension (F ,Θ) defined by (β, α), we associate two vector fields T and R uniquely determined by the

following equations:

α(T ) = 0, (iT dα) ∧ α = 0, β(T ) = 1

α(R) = 1, (iRdα) ∧ β = 0, β(R) = 0.

These vector fields T and R will be referred to as the transverse field and the Reeb field of (β, α). Note that

HΘ = 〈T 〉.

The parallel transport between the leaves in Example 2.3 is by contactomorphisms. This is a particular instance

of the following

Lemma 2.4. Let (F ,Θ) be an extended contact foliation and (β, α) an associated pair. Then

LTα = dα(T,R)α.

In particular the distribution Θ is preserved by the flow of the transverse field T of (β, α).

It does not hold in general that T preserves F since that would imply dβ = 0.

Proof . The Cartan formula gives LTα = diTα+ iT dα = iT dα. The statement follows from the fact that

iT dα = dα(T,R)α, which can be readily verified by evaluation in each factor of ξ ⊕R⊕ T .

Consider the space E(F , ξ) = {(F ,Θ) : (F ,Θ) is an extension of (F , ξ)}. The space of connection 1–forms in a

smooth vector bundle has a natural affine structure. Similarly, one can prove the following:
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Lemma 2.5. E(F , ξ) has an affine structure.

Proof . Consider an extension (F ,Θ0) with associated pair (β0, α0). The space

A = {α ∈ Ω1(V ) : α ∧ β0 = α0 ∧ β0}

is an affine space modelled on the space of 1–forms vanishing on F . The map Ψ : A −→ E(F , ξ) defined by

Ψ(α) = (F , kerα) is bijective and endows E(F , ξ) with an affine structure.

In particular, the space E(F , ξ) is contractible and the choice of extension for a foliated contact structure is

unique up to homotopy.

The previous definitions and facts suffice for the reader to follow the proof of Theorem 1.1. However, we consider

it appropriate to include a short discussion on the transformations appearing in foliated contact topology. A

diffeomorphism of V that preserves both F and ξ will be called a foliated contactomorphism. The infinitesimal

symmetries are described as follows.

Definition 2.6. Let (V,F , ξ) be a contact foliation. The space of contact vector fields of (V,F , ξ) is defined as

the subspace of X(V ) of those vector fields that preserve F and ξ.

If an extension (F ,Θ) is fixed and an associated pair (β, α) is given, the space of contact vector fields is

equivalently defined as:

C(ξ) = {X ∈ X(V ) : LX(α ∧ β) = fα ∧ β for some f ∈ C∞(V )

LXβ = gβ for some g ∈ C∞(V )}.

A flow by foliated contactomorphisms is induced by a 1–parametric family of contact vector fields.

Lemma 2.7. The space C(ξ) is a Lie algebra. It contains a distinguished ideal C(ξ) ∩X(F).

Proof . The first statement follows since the space of vector fields preserving a distribution is a Lie algebra.

The second claim is immediate, since [X,Y ] ∈ TF , for X preserving F and Y ∈ F .

This incursion into foliated contact vector fields and the use of extensions of a contact foliation lead to a proof

of the foliated version of Gray’s stability in contact topology (i.e. the moduli space of contact structures is

discrete). The precise statement reads as follows.
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Lemma 2.8 (Foliated Gray’s Stability). Let F be a codimension 1–foliation on a closed manifold V and

consider a family {ξt}t∈[0,1] of codimension–2 distributions such that (F , ξt) is a foliated contact structure for

every t ∈ [0, 1]. Then there exists a global flow {φt}t∈[0,1] ∈ Diff(V ) tangent to F such that φ∗t ξt = ξ0.

Proof . We consider a smooth 1–parametric family of extensions Θt and their associated pairs (β, αt). We require

a flow φt tangent to the leaves (and therefore preserving F) such that φ∗t ξt = ξ0. In terms of the associated forms

this reads as

φ∗t (αt) ∧ β = gtα0 ∧ β

for a suitable choice of {gt}t ∈ C∞(V ), since φt preserves β up to scaling. We now apply the foliated version of

Moser’s argument.

Denote by Xt the vector field generating the required flow φt (that is, Xt ◦ φt = φ̇t) and we further suppose that

Xt is contained in the contact structures ξt. Differentiating the above condition with respect to t we obtain:

φ∗t (LXtαt + α̇t) ∧ β = g′tα0 ∧ β =
g′t
gt

(φ∗tαt) ∧ β. (1)

Define λt = (φt)∗
g′t
gt

and (φt)∗β = mtβ. Equation (1) implies

(LXtαt + α̇t) ∧ (mtβ) = λtmtαt ∧ β.

Since mt is strictly positive, the equation can we written as

(LXtαt + α̇t) ∧ β = λtαt ∧ β,

(iXtdαt + α̇t) ∧ β = λtαt ∧ β. (2)

This is an equation in 1–forms. In particular, it has to be satisfied by the Reeb vector Rt, thus yielding the

condition

(iRt α̇t)β = λtβ.

This reads φ∗t (iRt α̇t) = (ln gt)
′, which is an ODE with an unique solution once the initial condition g0 = 1 is

fixed. Now, since Rt ∈ ker(α̇t − λtαt), Equation (2) can solved uniquely for Xt ∈ ξt.

There are foliated analogues of several concepts and results in contact topology. We have introduced the essential

notions, and the reader should be able to define any further objects and prove foliated versions of basic results.
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See for instance Lemmas 2.13 and 2.15.

2.2 Symplectic foliations

In this subsection we treat the case of (strong) symplectic foliations. It is not required in order to prove

Theorem 1.1, however it serves as a foundational subsection and contributes to a better understanding of

foliated contact topology.

We begin with the simpler notion of a symplectic foliation.

Definition 2.9. Let F be a codimension–1 foliation on a smooth manifold M and ω ∈ Ω2(F) = Λ2(T ∗F) a

2–form. The pair (F , ω) is a symplectic foliation if, for every leaf L, (L, i∗Lω) is a symplectic manifold.

These objects are a generalisation of symplectic fibrations, see [McDuff, Salamon, 1998], and they are also

referred to as regular Poisson structures, confer [Hector, 1992]. The subtlety in the symplectic case, in contrast

to the contact case, is the closedness of the possible extensions of the 2–form ω. Given a symplectic foliation,

we can consider the space of closed 2–forms Ω such that Ω|TF = ω. Then, a pair (F ,Ω) with such an Ω will be

called an extension of (F , ω). Symplectic foliations with a fixed extension are also referred to as 2–calibrated

structures [Ibort, Martinez Torres, 2004].

Consider the space E(F , ω) of all extensions of ω. In order to distinguish the cases in which an extension exists

we introduce the following notation:

Definition 2.10. A symplectic foliation (F , ω) is called a strong symplectic foliation, or simply a s–symplectic

foliation, if the space E(F , ω) is non–empty.

The symplectic version of Lemma 2.5 also holds.

Lemma 2.11. E(F , ω) is either empty or has a natural affine structure space.

Proof . Suppose that E(F , ω) is non–empty, fix an extension Ω0, and let β be a defining 1–form for F . Then

the set

{Ω ∈ Ω2(M) : Ω ∧ β = Ω0 ∧ β, dΩ = 0}

is an affine space modelled on the space of closed 2–forms that vanish along the foliation.

There exist cohomological obstructions for a symplectic foliation to be strong symplectic. See [Crainic, Fernan-

des, 2004, Example 10] and [Vaisman, 1994]. The assumption of a foliation being s–symplectic is meaningful in

the sense that many constructions from symplectic topology are likely to extend to the foliated setting only
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under this hypothesis. Approximately holomorphic techniques, see [Martinez Torres, 2013], have been shown to

work and they offer a fruitful approach for understanding the leaf space of s–symplectic foliations. Additionally,

in s–symplectic foliations given by a closed β, being particular instances of stable hamiltonian structures, it is

to be expected for Floer techniques to translate nicely.

The closedness of the extension 2–form is relevant in regard to the concept of a symplectic connection.

Definition 2.12. Let (F , ω) be a symplectic foliation. Given an extension (F ,Ω), the symplectic connection is

the distribution HΩ = (TF)⊥Ω.

If a defining form β for the foliation is chosen, a symplectic connection determines a distinguished transverse

vector field T by

Ω(T ) = 0, β(T ) = 1.

Just as closedness of the extension is the condition required in symplectic fibrations for the parallel transport to

be by symplectomorphisms, see [McDuff, Salamon, 1998, Lemma 6.18], closedness of Ω implies that T preserves

Ω:

LTΩ = diTΩ + iT dΩ = 0.

The vector field T has been known in Poisson geometry for a while [Vaisman, 1994, Definition 4.8]. For strong

symplectic foliations defined by a closed 1–form it was proven in [Guillemin, Miranda, Pires, 2011] that T

preserves the Poisson structure. From our perspective, this can be rephrased by saying that, β being closed, T

not only preserves Ω, but also F . A particularly simple case is when [β] ∈ H1(M) is rational: then (M,F , ω) is

actually the mapping torus of a symplectomorphism, and Ω can be assumed to be closed.

We do not need to introduce the notion of Hamiltonian vector fields for a symplectic foliation, since it will not

be used in the proofs. The interested reader may use Rybicki [2001]as an useful reference.

Let us establish Moser’s Lemma and Darboux’s Theorem for the case of foliated symplectic topology. Their

proofs are left to the reader.

Lemma 2.13 (Moser Stability, see [Hector, Macias, Saralegi, 1989]). Consider a foliation F on a closed manifold

M and {ωt}t∈[0,1] a smooth family of foliated 2–forms such that (F , ωt) is a symplectic foliation for every t. Let

{Ωt} be a smooth family of associated extensions. Suppose that [Ωt] ∈ H2
DR(M) is constant, then there exists a

global flow {φt}t ∈ Diff(M) tangent to F and such that φ∗tωt = ω0.

Darboux’s Theorem shall provide a local normal form for a symplectic foliation. We describe this local model

in the following example.
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Example 2.14. The product manifold R(t)×Cn(x, y) – by which we mean that t is the coordinate in R and

(x, y) = (x1, · · · , xn, y1, · · · , yn) the coordinates in Cn – can be endowed with the strong symplectic foliation

(Fst,Ωst) defined by

Fst =
∐
t∈R

{t} ×Cn, Ωst =

n∑
i=1

dxi ∧ dyi.

The standard defining form for Fst is the 1–form βst = dt.

Lemma 2.15 ((Strict) Darboux’s Theorem). Consider a symplectic foliation (F , ω) on M and a point p ∈M .

Then there exist a small ε > 0 and an embedding

φ : D2n
ε × (−ε, ε) −→M

φ(0, 0) = p, φ∗F = Fst, φ∗ω = Ωst|Fst .

If (F , ω) is actually s–symplectic with extension Ω, then it can further be achieved that φ∗Ω = Ωst.

Darboux’s Theorem also holds for contact foliations (the proof relies on the foliated Gray’s stability theorem).

The details are left to the interested reader.

This Section 2 has introduced the basic definitions and properties of contact and (strong) symplectic foliations.

Section 3 provides some constructions and examples which illustrate the richness of these geometries.

3 Constructions and Tautness

In this section we present possible constructions of foliated contact and symplectic structures. These are natural

generalizations of methods used in contact and symplectic topology, although the structure of the foliation

provides interesting classes of examples. These subsections can be read independently.

Subsection 3.1 briefly recalls the definition of a taut foliation (which will be used in Sections 4 and 5). An

interesting example is presented in Subsection 3.2. Subsection 3.3 introduces the space of foliated contact

elements and proves Proposition 1.3. Finally, Subsections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 explain contactization, symplectization

and foliated connected sum along divisors.

3.1 Tautness

This is a property associated to a codimension one foliation F on a smooth (n+ 1)–fold V . A foliation F on a

smooth manifold V is said to be (topologically) taut if for every leaf there exists a transverse circle intersecting

that leaf.
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There is also the notion of a geometrically taut foliation: F is geometrically taut if there exists a closed form

τ ∈ Ωn(V ) such that i∗Lτ is a volume form for every leaf L. This is equivalent to the existence of a complete

non–vanishing vector field X ∈ X(V ) transverse to F and preserving some volume form ν ∈ Ωn+1(V ) (i.e.

LXν = 0). A taut foliation F is geometrically taut, and the converse holds if the ambient manifold V is closed,

see [Sullivan, 1976, Theorem II.20].

A s–symplectic foliation (M,F , ω) is geometrically taut, since for any choice of extension Ω, we have that

the closed (2n)–form Ωn is a leafwise volume form. Note that geometrically taut foliations and s–symplectic

foliations are the same objects when n = 1 and, as such, s–symplectic foliations have been considered as a

natural generalisation of the former, see [Martinez Torres, 2006]. In contrast to this, a contact foliation (M,F , ξ)

does not come for free with a closed (2n+ 1)–form inducing a volume on the leaves: it is easy to check that for

any extension Θ with defining form α, the natural leafwise volume form α ∧ (dα)n is not closed necessarily.

Theorem 1.1 makes this distinction between contact and s–symplectic foliations clear, since it states that any

foliation, taut or not, admits a contact foliation. As a motivating example, in Subsection 3.3 we will construct

a family of non–taut foliations endowed with foliated contact structures.

Theorem 1.1 will first be proven for taut foliations in Section 5.

3.2 An example

Let us construct a foliated contact structure on a codimension one foliation on the 4–torus T4. There are four

natural types of foliations on the 4–torus obtained by quotienting the horizontal foliation of a 4–polydisk by

3–polydisks. In coordinates T4(t, x, y, z) their defining equations have the form

β = (p, q, r, s) · (dx, dy, dz,−dt), (p, q, r, s) ∈ R4.

The numbers (p, q, r, s) generate a Q–submodule A of R. The leaves are diffeomorphic to

(S1)(4−rank(A)) ×Rrank(A)−1.

Let us endow such foliations with a foliated contact structure. Suppose that s = 1 and consider the form

α = sin(2πz)dx+ cos(2πz)dy.
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This is a well–defined 1–form on T4. The condition for a foliated contact structure reads

α ∧ dα ∧ β = (sin(2πz)dx+ cos(2πz)dy) ∧ (2π cos(2πz)dz ∧ dx− 2π sin(2πz)dz ∧ dy) ∧ β =

= (2πdx ∧ dy ∧ dz) ∧ (p · dx+ q · dy + r · dz − dt) = 2π · dt ∧ dx ∧ dy ∧ dz > 0

Hence α defines a foliated contact structure for any 1–form β as above. In particular, we obtain a contact

foliation with (dense) tight contact R3 leaves on T4.

This example is of a particular interest regarding a Weinstein–type conjecture in foliated contact topology. In

this last irrational case, the foliated Reeb vector field has no periodic orbits (even though the ambient manifold

T4 is compact). This example must be placed in contrast to the case with overtwisted leaves, see [del Pino,

Presas, 2014].

3.3 Foliated contact elements

Consider a pair (W,F) given by a codimension one, cooriented foliation F on W and the manifold V = P(T ∗F),

the projectivised cotangent bundle of F . Since π : V −→W is a fibre bundle, the foliation F can be pull–backed

to V to a foliation FV = π∗F . The projectivization of the cotangent bundle of a manifold has a canonical contact

structure. Similarly, the foliated manifold V has a natural foliated contact structure defined by

(ξV )p = {v ∈ TpFV : p(π∗v) = 0}, p ∈ V,

where the point p is identified with a 1–form in Tπ(p)F (which is well–defined up to scaling).

In particular, the foliated contact structure restricted to a leaf coincides with the space of contact elements of

the leaf. In the same vein, the sphere bundle S = S(T ∗F) associated to the cotangent space of the foliation

is a foliated contact manifold (S,FS , ξS) that restricts to the space of cooriented contact elements over each

leaf. The foliated contact structure (FS , ξS) can also be obtained via the pullback of (FV , ξV ) through the

double–cover S −→ V .

Let us provide an example of two non–isotopic foliated contact structures which are homotopic as foliated almost

contact structures.

Proof of Proposition 1.3. The standard foliated contact structure on the space of foliated contact elements has

tight leaves. This is standard in 3–dimensional contact topology: the space of cooriented contact elements of a
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(possibly open) surface is tight. The proof of Theorem 1.1 shall imply that a foliated contact structure with

(at least) an overtwisted leaf can also be constructed in the same homotopy class of foliated almost contact

structures. Those two structures cannot be homotopic as foliated contact structures, because Lemma 2.8 would

imply isotopy of the two contact structures restricted to any leaf.

A particular example we consider clarifying is constructed in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. Consider the Reeb foliation (S3,F) and its associated space of foliated contact elements

(S3 × S1,Fc, ξc). There exists a homotopy of the almost contact structures that produces a contact foliation

with tight and overtwisted leaves.

Proof . Fix a loop γ : S1 → S3 transverse to the foliation F (and thus avoiding the unique torus leaf). Its lift

to the space of foliated contact elements is a transverse loop of the form

γ̃ : S1 −→ S3 × S1

θ 7−→ (γ(θ), 1).

Let us insert a family of Lutz twists (refer to Section 6 for a more detailed account of this construction) by

considering an embedding

Γ : S1 × S1 −→ S3 × S1

such that Γ(θ, 1) = γ̃(θ) and the κ–curve {s 7−→ κ(s) = Γ(θ, s)} is tangent to Fc and transverse to ξc.

Then we perform a 1–parametric family of Lutz twists along the θ–family of κ–curves. The resulting contact

structure certainly has overtwisted leaves. However, the leaf T 2 × S1 corresponding to the lift of the unique

compact leaf on F is tight.

Note that the same proof works for any foliation (M3,F) with a Reeb component: the space of foliated contact

elements associated to (M3,F) possesses a foliated contact structure with tight and overtwisted leaves.

3.4 Contactization

Let (M,λ) be an exact symplectic manifold, the contactization C(M,λ) of (M,λ) is the manifold M ×R(t)

endowed with the contact structure ξ = ker(λ− dt).

Definition 3.2. Let (M,F , ω) be an s–symplectic manifold admitting an exact extension Ω = dλ. Then

(M ×R(t),F ×R, ker(λ− dt)) is called the contactization C(M,F , ω) of (M,F , ω).
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In case the symplectic manifold (M,ω) is not exact there also exists a contactization (known as prequantization).

Let (F , ω) be an s–symplectic foliation on M , with an extension Ω such that [Ω/(2π)] is integral and consider the

principal circle bundle LΩ −→M associated to Ω. Construct a connection 1–form α ∈ Ω1(LΩ) with curvature

Ω.

Definition 3.3. The foliated contact manifold (LΩ, π
∗F , kerα) is said to be the Boothby–Wang contact foliation

associated to the s–symplectic foliation (M,F , ω) with extension Ω.

Note that the Boothby–Wang contact foliation over a closed base is taut because the s–symplectic foliation is

taut. In [Alcalde–Cuesta, 1993], an obstruction for a symplectic foliation to be strong was formulated in terms

of the existence of a fibre bundle with curvature form given by a closed extension. Moreover, a more general

discussion of affine connections in Poisson geometry can be found in [Fernandes, 2000].

3.5 Symplectization

Let (V, ξ = kerα) a contact manifold. The symplectic manifold (V ×R(t), d(etα)) is known as the symplectiza-

tion of (V, ξ).

Definition 3.4. Given an extended contact foliation (V,F , ξ,Θ) with associated pair (β, α), the symplectization

of (V,F , ξ, α) is the s–symplectic foliation

(V ×R(t),F ×R, ω = d(etα)|F ).

Notice that Ω = d(etα) is an extension of ω (and thus Ω is exact). The s–symplectic foliation obtained in the

construction does not depend on the particular choice of α and Θ (up to foliated symplectomorphism).

Observe that the symplectization is geometrically taut, since it is a s–symplectic foliation. However it is not

necessarily taut; if this were the case the starting contact foliation would be taut.

3.6 Foliated contact divisor connected sum

Consider a contact foliation (V,F , ξ) on a (2n+ 2)–fold V and let S be a 2n–dimensional submanifold transverse

to F and ξ. Then S inherits a codimension–1 foliation FS with foliated contact structure ξS = ξ ∩ TFS . We say

that (S,FS , ξS) is a foliated contact divisor. Generalizing [Geiges, 2008, Theorem 2.5.15], Lemma 2.8 implies

that the tubular neighbourhood of S is uniquely determined by the conformal symplectic structure of its normal

bundle. Since its normal bundle is a 2–dimensional disc bundle, the foliated contact structure of its tubular
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neighbourhood depends only on its oriented topological type.

Suppose that the normal bundle of S is trivial. Then, there is a diffeomorphism φ : S ×D2
2ε → Op(S), ε > 0,

where Op(S) ⊂ V denotes a small tubular neighbourhood of S. Let (αS , βS) be an associated pair for (S,FS , ξS).

Then the pullback of the contact foliation by the embedding φ can be chosen to be:

(S ×D2
2ε,FS ×D2

2ε, ker(αOp(S))) with associated pair (βOp(S), αOp(S)) = (φ∗βS , φ
∗αS + r2dθ).

This is the local model along the foliated contact divisor. We describe the framework in which we can perform

a foliated contact connected sum along such a foliated contact divisor.

Let (V0,F0, ξ0) and (V1,F1, ξ1) be two contact foliations and f0 : S −→ V0, f1 : S −→ V1 two embeddings of S as

a foliated contact divisor with trivial normal bundle. There exist two neighbourhoods Op(S, V0) and Op(S, V1)

and two embeddings

f0 : S ×D2
2ε −→ Op(S, V0), f1 : S ×D2

2ε −→ Op(S, V1)

conforming to the local model described above (and extending f0 and f1).

The gluing region is the open manifold S = S × (−ε2, ε2)× S1 contact foliated as

(S,FS × (−ε2, ε2)× S1, ker(αS)) with associated pair (βS , αS) = (βS , αS + tdθ).

Note the linearity in the t–coordinate. Define the maps

F0 : S × (0, ε2)× S1 −→ Op(S, V0), (p, t, θ) 7−→ f0(p, t2, θ)

F1 : S × (−ε2, 0)× S1 −→ Op(S, V1), (p, t, θ) 7−→ f1(p, t2,−θ)

Then the topological connected sum

V0#SV1 = (V0 \ f0(S)) ∪F0 S ∪F1 (V1 \ f1(S))

with the foliated contact models introduced above inherits a foliated contact structure. The related construc-

tion for symplectic foliations is discussed in [Ibort, Martinez Torres, 2004], though it does not preserve strongness.
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Sections 2 and 3 have presented the definitions, results and constructions in foliated contact and symplectic

topology. The remaining Sections 4, 5 and 6 shall focus on the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4 h–Principle and Local Models

In this Section we state the h–principles and the technical lemmas involved in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Subsections 4.1 and 4.2 introduce the appropriate version of the h–principles for the open and the closed case

respectively. Subsection 4.3 contains the topological local models and Subsection 4.4 begins to construct the

foliated contact structure on the 3–skeleton of (V 4,F).

For any subset A, Op(A) will denote an open neighbourhood of A. It is not any fixed open neighbourhood, but

rather a neighbourhood as small as necessary. The notation M(p) will be used to denote the manifold M with

coordinates (p).

4.1 h–Principle for open manifolds

The h–principles proven by M. Gromov [Gromov, 1986] include a parametric (and relative) h–principle for the

existence of contact structures on open manifolds. This h–principle is also proven in [Eliashberg, Mishachev,

2002]. Let us state the precise result we use in the proof of Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 4.1. ([Eliashberg, Mishachev, 2002, 10.3.2][Gromov, 1986]) Let V be a smooth manifold. Let U ⊂ V

be an open submanifold and A ⊂ U a CW–complex of codimension at least 2. Let K be a compact space and

L ⊂ K a closed subset. Consider a continuous family {(ξt, Jt)}t∈K of almost contact structures on V which are

contact in U for t ∈ L and are contact in Op(A) for t ∈ K.

Then, there exists a continuous deformation {(ξt,s, Jt,s)}s∈[0,1], relative to U × L ∪A×K and supported in

Op(U), such that {(ξt,1, Jt,1)}t∈K is a family of contact structures on U .

Observe that the dependence on the parameter can be supposed to be smooth since the condition for a contact

structure is open (and thus preserved by small smoothing perturbations). Theorem 4.1 allows us to construct a

foliated contact structure in a neighborhood of the 3–skeleton. This is explained in Subsection 4.4.

4.2 Classification of overtwisted contact structures

There also exists a subclass of closed contact manifolds satisfying an existence h–principle. This is the main

result in [Eliashberg, 1989]. Let us define this class. The disk

{z = 0, ρ ≤ π} ⊂ (R3(z, r, θ), ξot = ker{cos(r)dz + r sin(r)dθ})
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with the germ of the contact structure ξot is called the standard overtwisted disk. An almost contact 3–fold

(V 3, ξ) is said to be overtwisted if there exists an embedded disk D such that (Op(D), ξ) is contactomorphic to

the standard overtwisted disk. The class of overtwisted (almost) contact manifolds is flexible, i.e. it is classified

by its homotopy data. The corresponding h–principle can be stated as follows.

Theorem 4.2. ([Eliashberg, 1989, Theorem 3.1.1]) Let V be a smooth 3–fold. Let A ⊂ V be a CW–complex

such that V \A is connected. Let K be a compact space and L ⊂ K a closed subset. Fix a disc ∆ ⊂ V \A.

Consider a continuous family {(ξt, Jt)}t∈K of almost contact structures on V which are contact in V for t ∈ L,

contact in Op(A) ∪Op(∆) for t ∈ K and have ∆ as an overtwisted disc for all t ∈ K.

Then, there exists a continuous deformation {(ξt,s, Jt,s)}s∈[0,1], relative to V × L ∪Op(A)×K such that

{(ξt,1, Jt,1)}t∈K is a family of contact structures on V .

Theorem 4.2 is used in Sections 5 and 6 in order to extend the foliated contact structure on a neighborhood of

the 3–skeleton to the interior of the 4–simplices.

4.3 Topological local models

Consider a pair (V 4,F3). A smooth simplex σ : ∆ −→ V is said to be linear with respect to F if its image is

contained in the image of a trivializing foliation chart for F and F is transverse to all its faces. By face we mean

a subsimplex of any dimension. In a linear simplex the height function in the foliation chart yields a function in

∆ with one maximum and one minimum in two vertices and no critical points elsewhere. See Figure 2.

Fig. 2. A linear 2–simplex (left) and a linear 3–simplex (right) with their induced foliations (green).

A triangulation T of V is adapted to the foliation F if all its simplices are linear with respect to F . This

corresponds to a distribution being in general position with respect to a triangulation. There always exists a

triangulation on V adapted to F , see [Thurston, 1976]. The i–skeleton of V with respect to this triangulation
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T is denoted by V (i).

In order to use Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we require precise local models. The following lemma provides explicit

models: these allow us to control the deformations that we obtain by applying the above h–principles (with the

suitable parameter spaces L ⊂ K in each occasion).

Consider the standard closed 3–ball D3
r ⊂ R3 of radius r and fix a sequence of equators S0

r ⊂ S1
r ⊂ S2

r respectively

bounding closed flat disks D1
r ⊂ D2

r ⊂ D3
r . For any interval I, the product foliation

∐
t∈I{t} ×D3

r is denoted by

FI×D3
r
. Similarly, for a circle S1, we write FS1×D3

r
=
∐
t∈S1{t} ×D3

r . When we omit the radius r, we will usually

mean r = 1, although in most cases any different r > 0 might be achieved by a simple rescaling. Similarly, I will

usually denote the interval [0, 1]. We can state the main lemma of this Subsection:

Lemma 4.3. Consider a triangulation T adapted to (V,F), an index j ∈ {0, . . . , 4}, a subset G ⊂ V (j) and a

simplex σ ∈ V (j) \G. There exists an embedding φσ = φ : I ×D3 → V satisfying the following properties:

a. σ ⊂ im(φ), im(φ) is contained in a small neighborhood of σ and φ∗F = FI×D3 .

b. There exist Op(V (j−1) ∪G) ⊂ V , Op(∂I) ⊂ I and Op(Sj−2) ⊂ D3 such that:

- For j = 0: φ−1(Op(G)) = ∅,

- For j = 1: φ−1(Op(V (0) ∪G)) = Op(∂I)×D3,

- For j = 2, 3, 4: φ−1(Op(V (j−1) ∪G)) = (Op(∂I)×D3) ∪ (I ×Op(Sj−2)).

See Figure 3 for a schematic representation of the statement.

Proof . Consider an embedding i : Dj −→ V of a closed j–disk extending σ such that i−1(∂σ) is arbitrarily

close to ∂Dj . Since the triangulation T is adapted to F , after a small isotopy, we can suppose that i∗F foliates

the disk Dj horizontally. In order to construct the embedding φ we use a normal frame along i(Dj) which is

contained in F . Then the exponential map (and rescaling) yields an embedding

φ : Dj ×D4−j −→ V, φ|Dj×{0} = i

such that σ ⊂ im(φ) and im(φ) is arbitrarily close to σ. This map can be understood as an embedding of I ×D3

and it satisfies φ∗F = FI×D3 . This is a foliation chart and for j = 0 the statement follows.

Suppose that j 6= 0, let us detail the neighborhoods appearing in the statement. By construction φ(I ×D3)

is C0–close to σ, hence any other simplex τ intersecting φ(I ×D3) shares a face with σ. In particular, there
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Fig. 3. Statement of Lemma 4.3 for the case j = 2. The figure on the left depicts the local model and the one
on the right a neighbourhood of its image in the manifold. The simplex σ is depicted in orange, with edges in
red. The neighbourhood Op(V (1) ∪G) is colored in pink, and in this example it covers a whole simplex τ ∈ G,
to the left of σ, and two edges connected to the rightmost vertex of σ. The subsets Op(∂I)×D3 (blue) and
I ×Op(S0) (green) cover the intersection of Op(V (1) ∪G) with the image of the local model.

exists a neighborhood Op(τ) such that Op(τ) ∩ φ(I ×D3) ⊂ Op(∂σ). Then Op(V (j−1) ∪G) and Op(∂σ) can

be chosen so that Op(V (j−1) ∪G) ∩Op(σ) = φ(Op(∂σ)).

Note now that the preimage of the boundary φ−1(∂σ) is arbitrarily close to ∂Dj × {0} = ∂I ×Dj−1 ∪ I × Sj−2

and thus we may suppose φ−1(Op(∂σ)) = Op(∂Dj × {0}). By taking very small times for the exponential map

above, it can be assumed that φ(∂I ×D3) is an arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the minimum and maximum.

Then Op(∂Dj) can be taken to be of the special form (∂I ×D3) ∪ (I ×Op(Sj−2)), proving the claim.

This a strictly topological result, not related to contact topology. Lemma 4.3 is used to apply the h–Principles

in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 with a controlled choice of spaces L ⊂ K. In particular, it is needed in Proposition 4.6,

which constructs a foliated contact structure on the 3–skeleton, and in Theorem 1.1, where we finally deal with

the 4–skeleton.

Theorem 1.1 holds for any pair (V 4,F3). It is however shorter (and illustrative) to consider the case of a taut

foliation F . This hypothesis simplifies the argument and Theorem 1.1 is first proved in Section 5 for this case.

Let us state two technical brief lemmas that we use in the proof.

Lemma 4.4. Let F be a taut foliation on V . Consider a 4–simplex σ ∈ V (4) and a map φ : I ×D3 −→ V

provided by Lemma 4.3. There exists a map γσ : [0, 2]/{0v2} = S1 −→ V transverse to F such that:
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- γσ(t) = φ(t, 0) for t ∈ I,

- γσ(t) ∈ Op(V (3)) for t ∈ S1 \ I.

Proof . Since the foliation F is taut and V connected, there exists a positively transverse path

l : [1, 2] −→ V, l(1) = φ(1, 0), l(2) = φ(0, 0).

The path l can be assumed to lie in (a neighborhood of) the 3–skeleton V (3) up to isotopy. We can concatenate

φ(t, 0) for t ∈ (0, 1) and l(t) for t ∈ [1, 2], and smooth the resulting map in order to obtain the required map

γσ.

A generic choice of maps φσ implies that:

Corollary 4.5. Given a collectionG ⊂ V (4) there exists a collection {γσ}σ∈G of pairwise disjoint paths satisfying

the properties of Lemma 4.4.

Both Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5 are used in Section 5 to conclude Theorem 1.1 in the case of a taut foliation.

Their analogues for the general case of Theorem 1.1 are stated in Section 6. The techniques used also apply to

prove that Theorem 1.1 holds for open manifolds. The details of this are left to the reader. Note first that all

the statements from this section hold in the open case.

4.4 3–skeleton

The argument for Theorem 1.1 is constructive on the simplices of a triangulation of V . It begins with the lower

dimensional skeleta and concludes with the construction of a foliated contact structure on the simplices of V (4).

This is a commonly used strategy for flexibility results, for instance [Eliashberg, 1989]. It is often the case that

the deformation required in the skeleta below the top–dimensional strata can be easily achieved.

Proposition 4.6. Let (ξ, J) be a foliated almost contact structure on (V,F). There exists a homotopy {(ξt, Jt)}

of foliated almost contact structures such that (ξ0, J0) = (ξ, J) and (ξ1, J1) is a contact foliation on V (3).

Proof . Consider the 0–skeleton V (0). Lemma 4.3 gives disjoint foliation charts φ : I ×D3 −→ Op(σ) near each

0–simplex σ. The foliated almost contact structure (φ∗ξ0, φ
∗J0) can be considered as a 1–parametric family

(ξt, Jt) of almost contact structures in the disc D3. Then we can apply Theorem 4.1 with K = I, V = D3,

U = D3
0.5, L = ∅ and A = ∅ and obtain a foliated contact structure in a neighbourhood of the 0–skeleton.
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We fix an index j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and apply induction on the set of simplices of the j–skeleton V (j). Given a simplex

σ, Lemma 4.3 provides an embedding φ : I ×D3 −→ Op(σ) and we can consider a small δ > 0 and an embedding

φ : I ×D3
1−δ −→ V which also conforms to the properties of Lemma 4.3. Then Theorem 4.1 applies with K = I,

V = D3, U = D3
1−δ, L = Op(∂I), A = Sj−2

1−δ. This inductive procedure constructing the contact foliated structure

(relative to the previous step) applied to the 1, 2 and 3–skeleton implies the statement.

In the next two sections we prove the theorem. First, it is concluded for the case of a taut foliation F in Section

5. Then Section 6 shortly adapts Section 4.3 and proves the general result stated in Section 2.

5 Taut Case

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 in the case where the foliation F is taut. We fix a triangulation T of V

adapted to the taut foliation F . Given a foliated almost contact structure (ξ, J), its associated pair is denoted

by (β, α).

The proof consists of two steps. The first step, Proposition 5.1, provides an appropriate normal form for the

foliated almost contact structure (or rather its defining form) in a neighborhood of a 4–simplex. The second

step, Proposition 5.2, uses this local model in order to insert a foliated family of overtwisted disks.

In order to obtain a normal form for the defining form of the foliated almost contact structure we choose

a convenient trivialization. This method has been used in the contact setup, see [Casals, Presas, 2013]. The

following Proposition adapts the technique to the foliated framework.

Proposition 5.1. Suppose (ξ, J) is a foliated contact structure on Op(V (3)) and consider the set of maps

{γ : S1 −→ V } given by Corollary 4.5 applied to G = V (4). For each such γ, there exists an embedding

φγ : S1(t)×D3
R(z, r, θ) −→ V for some radius R > 0 such that φ(·; 0) = γ(·)

and satisfying the following properties:

a. φ∗F = FS1×D,

b. φ−1(Op(V (3)) = I2 ×D3
R, for some open interval I2 ⊂ S1,

c. φ∗ξ = ker(α̃) ∩ φ∗F , where α̃ = dz + f(t; z, r, θ)dθ and f(t; 0) = 0.

Also, there exists a small δ > 0 such that the bounds

∂rf(t; z, r, θ) > 2δr, f(t; z, r, θ) > δr2, (3)
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hold for all t such that γ(t) ∈ Op(V (3)).

Proof . Consider a path γσ for a fixed γ ∈ G and a set {T,X, Y, Z} of commuting vector fields trivializing

Op(γσ) such that:

- T preserves the foliation F|Op(γσ) and its flowlines are circles of period 1. In particular, γσ is one such

flowline,

- the triple {X,Y, Z} trivializes TF|Op(γσ),

- α(Z) > 0 and α(t; 0)(X) = α(t; 0)(Y ) = 0.

This trivialization integrates to an embedding ψ : S1(t)×D3
ρ(x, y, z) −→ V for some small ρ > 0. The pull–back

of the defining form in these coordinates reads ψ∗α = h0dz + h1dx+ h2dy, where h0, h1, h2 ∈ C∞(S1 ×D3
ρ)

satisfy h0 > 0 and h1(t, 0) = h2(t, 0) = 0. Since h0 is positive, we can rescale the form by 1/h0 and then

changing to polar coordinates yields a local expression of the form ψ∗α = dz + fdr + gdθ, where the equality is

up to a conformal factor, f = O(r) and g = O(r2).

In order to conclude the statement we need to erase the dr factor, or equivalently, to find a radial coordinate

belonging to the distribution. Consider the fibration

{t} ×D3
ρ −→ D2

ρ

(t; z, r, θ) 7−→ (r, θ),

endowed with the Ehresmann connection ker(α)
⋂

ker dt. The radial vector field ∂r on the base D2
ρ lifts to

hr = ∂r − f∂z. For fixed t0, θ0 and z0 the equation

z′(r) = −f(t0; z(r), r, θ0), z(0) = z0

is an ODE whose solution F(t0;z0,θ0)(r) is defined for small time ρ′ > 0. ρ′ can be assumed to be independent

of the choice of parameters, since the ODE depends smoothly on them. After possibly reparametrising in the z

coordinate, the new coordinate system is given precisely by:

Φ : S1 ×D3
ρ′ −→ S1 ×D3

ρ

(t; z, r, θ) 7−→ (t;F(t;z,θ)(r), r, θ).
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The defining form α is expressed in these coordinates as (ψ ◦ Φ)∗α = dz + fdθ for some (other) smooth function

f . By shrinking Op(V (3)), the preimage Φ−1(Op(V (3))) can be supposed to be of the form I2 ×D3
ρ′ . Finally,

the bounds on f readily follow from α being a foliated contact form in Op(V (3)). Fix ρ′ > R > 0.

Remark 2. Given σ ∈ V (4), the maps φσ|I×D3
R

and φγσ |I×D3
R

do not necessarily agree. However, since the

interval I is contractible and R > 0 can be assumed to be sufficiently small so that im(φ−1
σ ◦ φγσ ) is disjoint

from Op(I × Sj−2), φσ can be deformed near I × {0} so that both embeddings agree in I ×D3
R.

The previous Proposition provides a local description of the foliated almost contact structure. We will use such

model to deform the (almost) contact structure on the leaves to overtwisted almost contact structures. This is

the content of the following Proposition.

Proposition 5.2. Suppose (ξ, J) is a foliated contact structure on Op(V (3)). There exists a homotopy of foliated

almost contact structures (ξs, Js) such that:

a. (ξ0, J0) = (ξ, J) and (ξ1, J1) is a foliated contact structure on Op(V (3)).

b. Given σ ∈ V (4), φ∗γξ1 is foliated contact in Op(I × {0}).

c. If we consider φ∗γξ1 as a family {ξt}t∈I of contact structures on D3, there exists a disc ∆ ⊂ D3 which is

overtwisted ∀ξt.

Proof . There are two steps. First, find a foliated Darboux normal form in a neighborhood of a 1–parametric

family of knots. Second, perform a Lutz twist along each of them.

Let us first deform the foliated (almost) contact structure provided by Proposition 5.1 in order for it to be

standard near the core. This procedure is done for each 4–simplex σ and their corresponding map γσ as obtained

in Corollary 4.5. In the local model φγ : S1 ×D3
R −→ V of Proposition 5.1 the foliated defining form reads

φ∗γα = dz + fdθ on each leaf. Consider a decreasing smooth cut–off function χ : [0, R] −→ [0, 1] such that:

χ(r) = 1 in [0, R/3] and χ(r) = 0 in [2R/3, R].

This cut–off is used in order to smoothly modify f to the local model δr2. Indeed, consider the function

f̃ ∈ C∞(S1 ×D3
R) defined by f̃ = δr2 · χ(r) + f · (1− χ(r)). The bounds in Proposition 5.1 imply that

∂rf̃ =
(
χ′(δr2 − f)

)
+

(
2rδχ+

∂f

∂r
(1− χ)

)
> 0. (4)
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in φ−1(Op(V (3))).

Since the 1–form (φγ)∗(dz + f̃dθ) agrees with α near the boundary of φγ(S1 ×D3
R), it extends to a global

1–form α̃. Then, the leafwise defined plane field ξ̃ = ker(α̃) is a foliated almost contact distribution which is,

by construction, homotopic to ξ. This concludes the first step.

For a radius ρ > 0 sufficiently small, consider the embedded torus

η : S1 × S1 −→ V

(t, θ) 7−→ η(t, θ) = φγ(t, 0, ρ, θ).

It should be considered as an S1–family of loops transverse to the (almost) contact structures on the leaves. We

can now deform ξ̃ by performing a full Lutz twist along each curve ηt(θ) = η(t, θ). This procedure boils down to

replacing the standard contact model along the transverse knot ηt(θ) by a model in which the contact structure

makes a full turn, see [Geiges, 2008, Section 4.3]. It is also proven in said reference that the deformation is

homotopic to the original structure as almost contact distributions. This yields an almost contact distribution

(ξ1, J1) such that for each θ ∈ S1, the almost contact structure ξ1 has a 1–parametric family of overtwisted

discs {∆t}t∈S1 centered at the points φ(t, 0, ρ, θ). The resulting foliated almost contact structure satisfies the

properties of the statement.

The results from Section 4 and the previous Proposition are enough to conclude Theorem 1.1 in the case that

F is a taut foliation.

Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Taut Case). We first apply Proposition 4.6 to the foliated almost contact structure (ξ, J)

in order to obtain a foliated almost contact structure which is foliated contact on Op(V (3)). This foliated almost

contact structure satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 5.2 and thus there exists a deformation to a foliated

almost contact structure which is still contact near Op(V (3)) and each leafwise almost contact structure on

the 4–simplices has an overtwisted disk. Hence, we can apply Proposition 4.2 to each 4–simplex with K = I,

V = D3, A = S2, L = ∂I and the overtwisted disk ∆ (where the neighborhoods are obtained using Proposition

5.2). This yields a deformation of foliated almost contact structures to a foliated contact structure (ξ1, J1).

This concludes Theorem 1.1 for a taut foliation. The proof does not directly apply to the case of a general

foliation F , however the strategy can be modified. This is explained in the subsequent section.
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6 Proof of the General Case

6.1 Proof of Theorem 1.1

6.1.1 Preliminaries

In the case that F is a taut foliation, the argument in Section 5 applies. In order to adapt the proof for a

general foliation we introduce the notion of a vanishing Lutz twist. We fix a triangulation T of V adapted to

the foliation F and denote by (β, α) a pair associated to the foliated almost contact structure (ξ, J).

Note that Proposition 4.6 applies to any almost contact foliation. Hence, we suppose that ξ is a foliated contact

structure in Op(V (3)). We first state two lemmas as in Section 4.3 and then introduce the vanishing family

of Lutz twists in Subsection 6.1.2. This allows us to conclude Theorem 1.1 for any foliated almost contact

structure on any codimension–1 foliated 4–fold (V,F).

The arguments for the following two results are closely related to the proofs of Lemma 4.4 and Proposition 5.1.

We include the corresponding statements and leave the details of the proofs to the reader. Õp(X) denotes an

arbitrarily small neighbourhood of the set X that is chosen to be relatively compact within some Op(X).

Lemma 6.1. Consider a 4–simplex σ ∈ V (4) and the map φσ (as in Lemma 4.3). There exist a sequence of open

intervals I ( I1 ( I2 ( I3 and a map γσ : I3 −→ V transverse to F such that:

- γσ(t) = φ(t; 0) for t ∈ I,

- γσ(I1 \ I) ⊂ Õp(V (3)), γσ(I2 \ I1) ⊂ Op(V (3)) \ Õp(V (3)) and γσ(I3 \ I2) ⊂ V \Op(V (3)).

Also, γσ(I3) and γτ (I3) are disjoint if τ ∈ V (4) is different from σ.

Lemma 6.2. Consider a map γσ : I3 −→ V (provided by Lemma 6.1). There exists an embedding

κγσ : I3 ×D3
R → V

for some small radius R > 0 such that κγσ (·; 0) = γσ(·) and conforming the following properties:

a. κ∗γσF = FI3×D,

b. the map φσ|I×D3
R

can be perturbed so that it agrees with κγσ |I×D3
R

.

Also, there exists an almost contact structure (ξ̃, J̃) homotopic to (ξ, J) which is foliated contact on Op(V (3))

such that:

κ∗γσ ξ̃ = ker(α̃) ∩ κ∗γσF , where α̃ = dz + r2dθ, ∀t ∈ I2,∀σ ∈ V (4)
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(I3 \ I2)×D3
R is the region in which the interpolation between the old almost contact structure ξ and the new

one ξ̃ takes place.

6.1.2 Vanishing Lutz twist

In the case of a general foliation F we cannot insert a transverse (circle) family of overtwisted disks intersecting

every leaf. We solve this by considering a transverse interval assigned to each 4–simplex and performing a

compactly supported or vanishing Lutz twist. Let us define this.

Consider the almost contact structure ξ̃ obtained in Lemma 6.2. Lemma 6.2 states that the curve γσ associated

to the 4–simplex σ has a local model κγσ in which the pullback structure κ∗γσ ξ̃ is t–invariant and contact on

I2 ×D3
R. This t–invariant contact structure in the disc D3

R is given by ker(dz + r2dθ). Denote it by ξ0. As was

described in the previous section, one fixes now a loop K ⊂ D3
R transverse to ξ0 and performs a Lutz twist

along it. This yields a new contact structure ξ1 in D3
R that agrees with ξ0 away from K. As almost contact

structures they are actually homotopic – but not homotopic through contact structures – and one can denote

the homotopy by ξs. ξs can be assumed to agree with ξ0 close to ∂D3
R.

Consider a cut–off smooth function χ : I2 −→ [0, 1] such that:

- χ(t) = 1 for t ∈ I1 and χ(t) = 0 for t near ∂I2,

- χ(t) is monotone in the two components of I2 \ I1.

Definition 6.3 (Vanishing Family of Lutz twists). The distribution ξχ(t) ∩ ker(dt) defined in I2(t)×D3
R is

called a vanishing family of Lutz twists along the segment I2 × {0}.

Note that ξχ(t) ∩ ker(dt) is a foliated almost contact structure in I2 ×D3
R that agrees with the t–invariant

structure ξ0 ∩ ker(dt) close to the boundary (∂I2 ×D3
R)
⋃

(I2 × ∂D3
R). Given a foliated almost contact structure

ξ̃ with local model κ∗γσ ξ̃ = ξ0 ∩ ker(dt) we will say that replacing (κγσ )∗(ξ
0 ∩ ker(dt)) by (κγσ )∗(ξ

χ(t) ∩ ker(dt))

is applying a vanishing Lutz twist to ξ̃ along the segment γσ.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. By the discussion above we can assume that we are already in the conclusions of Lemma

6.2. Write ξ̃ for the almost contact structure it yielded. For every 4–simplex σ we consider the associated curve

γσ : I3 → V and we perform a vanishing Lutz twist along it. Denote this new structure by ξ̃′.

Since χ|I = 1, this means that now we have a family of overtwisted disks along the curve γσ ∩ im(φσ) – in the

local model, ξχ(1) = ξ1 was the contact structure that had a Lutz twist. Further, the structure ξ̃′ is still contact

in Õp(V (3)), since χ|I1 = 1 as well. Now Proposition 4.2 can be applied to ξ̃′ in each 4–simplex to yield the

result, just like in the taut case.
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6.2 Proof of Corollary 1.2

We describe the proof of Theorem 1.1 for continuous parametric families of almost contact structures

{(ξt, Jt)}t∈P , for an arbitrary compact set of parameters P . The steps carried out in the previous subsection

admit a parametric version, let us briefly discuss it.

1. Since the parameter space P is compact, the neighbourhoods Op(V (j−1) ∪G) (introduced in Lemma 4.3)

and Op(V (j)), in which the structures are already foliated contact, can be assumed not to depend on

t ∈ P . Therefore, the results contained in Subsection 4.3 refer only to the fixed foliation F and thus the

addition of parameters is trivial. The same reasoning applies to Lemma 6.1.

2. In the zero skeleton we proceed as in Proposition 4.6, by setting V = D3, U = D3
0.5, K = I × P , L = ∅,

and A = ∅, and applying Theorem 4.1. For the case j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, define V = D3, U = D3
1−δ, K = I × P ,

L = Op(∂I)× P and A = Sj−2
1−δ.

3. The deformation of ξ to ξ̃ provided by Lemma 6.2, to which one applies the vanishing Lutz twist, can be

reproduced parametrically. Indeed, the curves γ around which the deformation is done do not depend on

t ∈ P and following the proof shows that a P–parametric family of embeddings κγ,t : I3 ×D3
R → V (as in

Lemma 6.2) can be constructed so that R does not depend on t and the pullback of the deformation ξ̃t of

ξt is given by the kernel of dz + r2dθ.

4. Then, the vanishing Lutz twist can be produced parametrically along a fixed family of intervals, depending

on t ∈ P . In each local model I ×D3 this yields an overtwisted disc ∆t ⊂ D3. Then, an extension

of Theorem 4.2 for the case of a parametric family of overtwisted disks yields the result considering

K = I × P , V = D3, U = Op(S2), L = ∂I × P and the overtwisted disks ∆t.

Let us mention some possible extensions of Theorem 1.1. First, the hypotheses on orientability and coorientability

can be weakened. The same argument as in the orientable and coorientable case holds for the non–orientable and

non–coorientable cases by taking double covers appropriately. Second, Theorem 1.1 also holds for open 4–folds.

Finally, we believe that the argument can be modified to apply to the case of foliations of higher codimension

(the essential step being an appropriate construction of the vanishing family of Lutz twists).
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